## CFD MARGIN RATES: OTHER MARKETS

### Volatility Index
- **Currency**: USD
- **Lot Size**: 1000
- **Tier 1 Range**: 0 - 60
- **Tier 1 Margin Contracts (Trader)**: 12.50%
- **Tier 1 Margin Contracts (Select)**: 12.50%
- **Tier 2 Range**: 60 - 121
- **Tier 2 Margin Contracts (Trader)**: 18.75%
- **Tier 2 Margin Contracts (Select)**: 12.50%
- **Tier 3 Range**: 121 - 182
- **Tier 3 Margin Contracts (Trader)**: 25.00%
- **Tier 3 Margin Contracts (Select)**: 15.00%
- **Tier 4 Range**: 182+
- **Tier 4 Margin Contracts (Trader)**: 30.00%
- **Tier 4 Margin Contracts (Select)**: 20.00%

### EU Volatility Index
- **Currency**: EUR
- **Lot Size**: 1000
- **Tier 1 Range**: 0 - 55
- **Tier 1 Margin Contracts (Trader)**: 14.00%
- **Tier 1 Margin Contracts (Select)**: 14.00%
- **Tier 2 Range**: 55 - 110
- **Tier 2 Margin Contracts (Trader)**: 21.00%
- **Tier 2 Margin Contracts (Select)**: 14.00%
- **Tier 3 Range**: 110 - 166
- **Tier 3 Margin Contracts (Trader)**: 28.00%
- **Tier 3 Margin Contracts (Select)**: 21.00%
- **Tier 4 Range**: 166+
- **Tier 4 Margin Contracts (Trader)**: 33.60%
- **Tier 4 Margin Contracts (Select)**: 28.00%

The above rates apply to standard contract sizes. Options will be tiered basis the same notional size as the underlying contracts above. Please note that some options contracts have different contract sizes to the corresponding underlying, meaning the tiers listed above will be displayed differently for an options contract. Please refer to the Options Contract details section of the website for more info. Important Note: For aggregated positions greater than the range of Tier 1, the use of Non-Guaranteed Stops will no longer reduce your initial deposit requirement.